The Mo-Sys repeatable track system adds a linear axis to the two or three axis Mo-Sys remote head. The track acts as an independent axis that can be re-recorded without affecting the other recorded axis and lens controls. Additionally, the track system can be operated by a third hand wheel or manually pushed like a classic dolly. The track system makes the Mo-Sys much more versatile as a motion repeatable system and requires much less set up time compared to larger motion control units.

Mo-Sys Repeatable Track System Features

- Easy to use interface
- Frame-accurate motion control tailored for film making
- Multiple axes recording; Pan, Tilt, Track, Focus, Iris and Zoom
- Moves saved to a laptop for future use
- Stable memory even if power fails
- Easily transportable
- Uses standard dolly track
- Time lapse and animation modes
- Design or export moves to Maya and other 3D programs